30TH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE

Jardinières and Similar Lines at Greatly Reduced Prices

French needlework articles specialized for Monday's offering. Unbeatably Madras. Jardinières and many col- 
ors in fine embroidery, remarkably reduced. Many qualities offered. Read:
Continued on next page.

Underwear 98c

Women's Sheers and Drawers, long-waist brief; flat knit, $1.00 each.

Men's Silk and Wool Underwear-

Shirts and drawers, extra fine qualities, $1.50; values for only, the

Cloth Goods Department. From the famous names, all sizes, worth $2.25.

Bed Spreadlets by 96c

Extra large, always found fresh and clean. Choice of patterns, with

a black headband and flowers. One pattern: worth the price and colors are the most popular ones. Choice.

Charming SUITS

Worth To

Now $19.98

Women's suits in tailored affects or demi-costumes for near at afternoon functions. Made from the

highest quality of the most approved materials and modeled by expert designers. In this line are

many exclusive styles—suitings of the most costly materials. Ides to purchase them now. The need for

clearances makes drastic reductions impossible, hence,

this tremendous sacrifice of modish garments at a price. Choice.

Choice.
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Suit at Half Price

In this line are many superlative examples of the highest skill in garment making. America's foremost

dressmakers have generously represented them. Their most famous creations are featured at prices unhealed

 Pero, or best fabrics and trimmings are employed and tastefully assembled. The season's most charming modes are portrayed.

Pattern Hats Worth $16.50 Each $5.00

For women who have not yet provided themselves with a Hat for dress occasions, or for those who wish a change from those they have worn all the season, here is an opportunity of unusual timeliness.

Models of unequalled richness and originality. Hats retired with no uncertain

handle. Trimmed, tailored and patterned to the last degree of perfection, regularly worth $20.00.

Table Linen 45c the Yard

Are you thinking of using Irish or English Linen? If so, you may not know per- 

fect lines. 'Are you hoping for the best? If so, you don't have to settle for the best tea. If you want a

choice of patterns, worth the the yard. Not.

Showerproofed Linen

Linen sheets, including a size two

Regular values to $8.00 for

UNCONDITIONAL SAVINGS—Invariably have reduced prices, wanted colorings and desirable

trimmings. Each further reduced; regularly worth $20.00. And

THAY BOOKS

These prices are far lower than the previous standard of quality. All

Buck Towels of Berkshire's finest percale, complete sets of six, or forty

tablecloth, napkins and damask patterns. Each

--

Bedding Spreadlets $1.48

In hardwords, ribbons, and

names, and worth the price. Quality of workmanship involved.

White Goods—For wash

dresses, children's costume, etc.,

not mentioning about 600 yards of f an. of the line in cotton and
eight choice of patterns, worth $2.25.

Fine Petticoats Very Cheap

An offering that contains our entire stock of black or colored Petticoats of women. Italian

garments, also those that sell regularly at a high price, are also

supplied. The styles are many and varied.

Toilet Needs and Novelties—Sale Prices

Filling GlassMeat Rubs—Prices from 20c each. No limit on quantity. Choice.

Keep it clean, keep it neat, with our line of Household Goods.

MORNING BARGAINS IN FOOTWEAR

Welcome Bargains in Footwear.

Women's House and Yard Shoes

Plush or cotton, line of best.

Choice.

After 31 oasis
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